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Overview

All Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions Board Support 
Packages (BSPs) are designed with Built-in Test (BIT) capabilities, 
which check board temperature board level component diagnostics, 
MAC address, IP address, etc. Curtiss-Wright has taken this 
monitoring visibility one step further to the system level: Curtiss-
Wright Packaged Commercial Off-the-Shelf (PCOTS) systems can 
provide a viewer interface that allows the system integrator to 
monitor the BIT information for each card within the system.

PCOTS System BIT Viewer

Curtiss-Wright PCOTS systems can provide an SNMP agent as part 
of a middleware offering. This SNMP agent provides a graphical 
view of the system for the end user to monitor macro-level and micro-
level information. Macro-level information includes chassis views, 
board slot and count information.

Figure 1: Example of Macro-Level System Viewer Screen

 � Built-in Testing (BIT) at the system level

 � Status for every module within the system:

 - Temperature

 - Component diagnostic

 - MAC address

 - IP address
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Within the system overview screen, the system viewer 
displays information (such as the board type) at the bottom 
of each card, with the status of each CPU is displayed at 
the top. Under the board type the CPU type, is displayed as 
SC, DC, or MC which represents single-core, dual-core, and 
multi-core respectively.

Micro-level information includes individual board-level 
information such as processor status, peripheral status, 
board revisions, serial numbers, software versions, 
processor versions, speeds, memory configurations, and 
running tasks. Easy-to-use navigation provides this requested 
information with a simple click of a mouse.

Figure 2: Example of Micro-Level Board Viewer Screen

When accommodated by the selected module, each 
component on the board, such as CPU and FPGA, is 
selectable for monitoring. Additional information from each 
module can be gathered such as:

 � Slot number

 � Serial number

 � MAC and IP addresses

 � Version numbers (e.g., firmware, VxWorks®, kernel, BSP)

 � General board configuration (e.g. memory size)

 � Number processors

 � Number cores

 � Temperature

 � Serial RapidIO® information (e.g. number of endpoints, 
logical ID)

 � BIT results
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